


�  A full 2.3 inches (58 mm) of stroking excitement
�  3 powerful thrust speeds
�  7 unique random patterns of speed and depth strokes
�  7 powerful vibration patterns
�  Additional sleeve attachments available for enhanced play
�  An extension ring for that extra length
�  A choice of 3 rich colors.

A powerful thrusting vibe designed to fit in the palm of your hand. 

MiaMaxxTM presents



UNIQUE 2.3 INCH

THRUST       MOTION



Mia PasioneTM is a delightfully stylish thruster. It is an elegant and colorful embodiment of the bigger machines with 

enough power and pizzazz to please and tease your desires and fantasies.

The exquisitely small design and powerful thrusts of the new Mia PasioneTM will take you to another level of play, its 

motions giving you sensations of movement never experienced with any other vibe.

Easy to hold and fun to operate, this new pleasure-tech vibe is based on the technology of its big brother, MiaMaxxTM. Mia 

PasioneTM is a compact power-thruster, its MiaMaxxTM pedigree allowing it to stand out among all others as an addition to 

the original MiaMaxxTM brand. As an elegant, high end toy soaring in a class of its own, Mia PasioneTM teases and excites 

with a full 2.3 inch thrust (58mm) yet the overall length is no longer than the average off-the-shelf vibe.



With a desire to increase your pleasure, Mia PasioneTM has 7 tantalizing vibe patterns that add delicious levels of sensual 

pleasure to your intimate moments and as a couple’s plaything, you can be naughty with others, experiencing all the 

fun Mia PasioneTM can create. As an addition to these regular thrusts, Mia PasioneTM has a ‘Pleasure’ button that flips the 

thrusts into a variety of random strokes and speeds.

With 7 variations of random penetration and thrust motions at your fingertips, Mia PasioneTM is sure to please. Laying 

beside its big brother, Mia PasioneTM is a smaller pleasure toy, but its thrust motions are equally as powerful, an erotic 

display of gliding ease with 3 easy to select speeds in easy reach of your fingertips.

BE SURE TO READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY 
then enjoy the smooth thrusting motions of your new Mia PasioneTM



THANK YOU FOR PURCHASING

To get the best erotic pleasure from your Mia PasioneTM purchase, please read this booklet when relaxed and 

comfortable. It is an instructional guide to the many possibilities Mia PasioneTM has to offer. 

Enjoy.

PLEASE READ THE FOLLOWING.  The contents of this boxed purchase are :

1 Mia PasioneTM 

thrusting vibrator 
and MARA sleeve

2 ANA sleeve 3  Soft carry 
pouch

4 Instruction / Warranty
booklet with operational
and safety advice

5 USB 
charging
cable

6 Extension
ring
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UNIQUE 2.3 INCH
THRUST       MOTION

For a small pleasure device, Mia PasioneTM thrusts a full 

2.3 inches (58 mm) and has 7 vibe patterns to pleasure

 your needs.



VIBRATION

Tailor your ecstasies with 7 powerful vibrations.
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Sensual tease

Embrace the moment

Pleasure me

Mix up the pace

Get ready to drop

Test your sensitivity

Enjoy the climax



SLEEVE DESIGNS (sold seperately)

34mm

112
mm

RIA

Heightened sensations and 
increased thickness allowing 
unexpected pleasure.

110
mm

34mm

MARA

A solid tapered head, 3 raised 
ridges and tapered body for 
pleasurable moments.

105
mm

34mm

ORA

Extra soft cushioning when 
all you need is fullness.

110
mm

25mm

ANA

Tapered sleeve for those 
exploring moments.

110
mm

36mm

AVA

Padded luxury soft pillow 
and ridges for a pleasurable 
experience.



With the Extension ring attached, Mia PasioneTM has the ability to reach 
deeper into those pleasure zones that excite you most.

The extension ring is unique to Mia PasioneTM and offers a choice of 
‘extended depth’ not available to any other thrusting vibe.

Simply unclip the Mia PasioneTM sleeve, twist on the ring as shown then 
re-attach the sleeve on top.

WOW! the toy is now 25 mm longer and ready for play.

Whether added or not, the Mia PasioneTM extension ring is a delightfully 
teasing bonus to an already unique and elegant toy.

Care and cleaning of this extension ring is the same as the detachable 
sleeves, so please read the instructions carefully.

RING EXTENSION

36.4 mm
height



INSTALLING YOUR MIA PASIONETM SLEEVES
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Now twist firmly in a  
clockwise direction
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Do not squeeze as you begin 
to slide sleeve from shaft
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Grip with both hands, one 
on sleeve and other on base

1



INSTALLING YOUR MIA PASIONETM SLEEVES

4

You are almost ready 
to replace

4

5

Slide sleeve onto shaft, 
twist and it’s ready

5



Welcome to the excitingly erotic world of Mia PasioneTM where new experiences and sensations are waiting. Please read 

carefully before you fire up your Mia PasioneTM as there are a few safety precautions you need to be aware of.

1.  Your Mia PasioneTM will start on a medium setting then slow down to a lower speed. It is a powerful thrusting toy, so start gently and    
     work up to the faster deep settings.

2.  Do not submerge Mia PasioneTM in water. It’s splash-proof, but not fully waterproof, so don’t take it into the shower or bath. It 
     can be washed down for cleaning but be careful to keep the charging port protected.

3.  Use Mia PasioneTM with care. Your Mia PasioneTM can be the ultimate pleasure device with its long powerful strokes: however, if   
     handled without care during or after insertion, it has the potential to cause pain to yourself, and / or others with who you are sharing 
     the Mia PasioneTM experience. Therefore, use this toy with care. So lube up and have a whole lot of fun. Enjoy!

Mia PasioneTM will stop thrusting if there is too much force used; but don’t worry, this is a safety feature. Simply press the 

On/Off button and it will reset now and you can continue playing.

SAFETY



(1)  When the USB is inserted into the charging port and power is switched on, the LED control panel will indicate   
       charging with a flashing white light (1 Hz).

(2)  When charging is completed, a steady white light will show it is ready to be disconnected from the power source.

(3)  When the on/off button is pressed, the LED will continue to be white indicating it is on standby.

(4)  When the thrust mode, variable pattern mode and vibrating sequence is in operation, all indicators of action will be 
       white.

(5)  Low battery will be shown as white light flashing at 2 Hz.

(6)  If the motor encounters overly forceful resistance to the thrust motions, the white indicator will flash for 2 seconds 
      at 4 Hz then revert to standby mode. Press thrust or vibe to continue.

(7)  On the rare occasion when the toy overheats, the white light will flash rapidly (8 Hz) and this will automatically 
      shut down the toy. While it is in cool-down mode, it will not be operational for 2 minutes. The toy will thrust as 
      normal after this.

CHARGING (USB)



Mia PasioneTM has 3 different speed settings, 7 vibration patterns and a pleasure button 
for 7 pre-programmed thrust speeds and depth motions.

�  Press the On / Off button to engage Mia PasioneTM. The control lights will now
   show white. Mia PasioneTM is on standby.

�  Press       button to toggle through the 3 speed settings.

�  Press and hold       button for 3 seconds to stop thrusting.

�  Press           button to toggle through 7 vibration patterns.

�  Press and hold           button for 3 seconds to stop vibrating.

You can have both thrust and vibe operating at the same time and stop both by pressing

the On/Off button.

Short thrusts are half strokes of the shaft. They give the sensation of shallow penetration, 
deep penetration with only short upper strokes or full penetration.

CONTROLS

On / Off

Thrust

Pleasure button

Vibe



Introducing the “Pleasure Button”

Experience short teasing thrusts followed by deep penetrating strokes in a sensual experience unique to no other penetrating 

toys. Mia PasioneTM has achieved tantalizing thrust motions that replicate the feel of a partner, with an easy to use interface. 
Play with 7 pre-selected random thrust motions and experience a new level of sexual pleasure achieved through the 
innovative design of Mia PasioneTM. Engage in regular thrust motions with Mia PasioneTM, the standard features giving you 
complete control over your pleasure. Enjoy modes that can change with your mood and those of your partner.

Pleasure Button Description by Mode:
1. A sensual tease of 6 short and sharp mid strokes, followed by 2 full, deeply penetrating slow strokes.
2. Embrace 4 short mid strokes with a short pause before a deeper, faster mid stroke to finish.
3. This hair-raiser begins with 2 deep strokes, followed by a short pause then 4 mid strokes, another pause and 2 deep strokes at a faster pace. 

4. Mix up the pace with 4 deep strokes, a short pause; another 4 deep strokes at a faster pace followed by 2 mid strokes at a slower speed.
5. Get ready for the drop with 3 mid strokes, a short pause, 4 faster mid strokes, another pause then 3 full strokes.
6. Test your sensitivity with 2 mid to deep strokes, 2 mid to lower strokes then 4 mid to upper strokes
7. Enjoy the climax of 2 deep strokes, 2 mid to lower strokes followed by 4 speedy deep strokes.

PLEASURE BUTTON



ONLY USE MIA PASIONETM INTERCHANGEABLE SLEEVES

Do not insert inner-core shaft without a Mia PasioneTM sleeve firmly attached.

If the product is used without a Mia PasioneTM sleeve attached, your warranty or 

claim will become void.

On replacing the silicone sleeve, push and twist to ensure it is secure.

Please see the instructions on installing your Mia PasioneTM in this manual.

INTERCHANGEABLE SLEEVES
SLEEVE

INNER CORE SHAFT



ALWAYS GIVE MIA PASIONETM A THOROUGH CLEAN BEFORE AND AFTER USE.

Clean around the body and tip, as well as between the extendable ribs of the mid area. 

For ease of cleaning, press the on/off button when toy is at full extension.

Once the above procedure is completed, double click the on/off button to allow the toy 

to automatically return to its closed, resting position.

Avoid getting water in the charging port and dry with a lint free cloth or towel. Only 

use water based lubricants with the Mia PasioneTM device as silicone based lubricants 

may leave the device feeling tacky. Avoid exposing Mia PasioneTM to direct, prolonged 

sunlight and/or extreme heat.

CLEANING & CARE
SLEEVE REMOVED



Mia PasioneTM Products are individually tested before leaving the factory. However, in the unlikely event of the product proving 
defective due to faulty workmanship or materials, Mia PasioneTM Products (Dare Too Pty Ltd) will, at its sole discretion, replace the 
product at no charge with an identical or equivalent product within 1 year from the original date of purchase. A replacement 
product assumes the remaining warranty of the original product or 365 days, whichever provides the longest coverage.

When a product is exchanged, the returned product becomes the property of Mia PasioneTM Products. To claim under this warranty, 
please visit www.miapasione.com. Please ensure that you include a proof of purchase with any returned product. To achieve this, 
please ensure you keep your proof of purchase in a safe place. The warranty only applies to genuine Mia PasioneTM Products 
purchased through a Mia PasioneTM Product approved stockist and does not cover products repaired or serviced by anyone other 
than personnel or Mia PasioneTM Products representatives. Note that this warranty may be invalidated where serial numbers of 
identification has been erased, damaged or modified. This does not affect your statutory rights.

Australia, New Zealand and APAC only, the warranty is 1 year. You are entitled to have the goods repaired or replaced if the goods 

fail to be of acceptable quality and the failure does not amount to a major failure. Depending on the global region, (US, Canada, 
Europe etc.) the warranty is 2 years. This warranty does not cover damages that are the result of incorrect or inappropriate 
handling.

WARRANTY & DISCLAIMER



Recycling and Disposal： Your Mia PasioneTM Product is classified as electrical or electronic equipment and must not be disposed 

with other household or commercial waste at the end of its working life. When you have no further use for your Mia PasioneTM 

product, please dispose of it according to your local authority’s recycling procedure. For more information, contact your local 

authority.

Compliance：This Mia PasioneTM product is compliant and carries the CE, FCC, RoHS compliance marks. These are marked under 

the handle close to the base of the expanding bellows. Mia PasioneTM; its distributors or on-sellers shall not be held negligent or 

libel for any injury, death or unlawful act by the user or misuse of its products. Use of this product is as a personal massager and 

any internal use other than vaginal or anal is not condoned or warranted. Should any product manufactured by Mia PasioneTM be 

found to be unsafe or does not comply with relevant state, territory or country standards; notification in writing at the earliest 

convenience is required before any further action will be taken.
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